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2013-14 Lent edition

Head’s Up

This half-term is always a busy one within school and one in which we focus on what is going on inside
the classroom. Year 11 students are starting to have a clear focus on the examinations ahead and all
students have well and truly got their teeth into the year.
We are delighted with how students are working in lessons and the continued energy and enthusiasm
they show for all they are doing outside of lessons. This term we have continued our focus on reading,
part of our drive to make sure every student reads for pleasure. All research shows how much this makes
a difference to language development, written and spoken communication and eventual success. I hope
that you too might find something to inspire you to read amongst our “subject reading walls” inside. Our
Christmas lunch (whilst seemingly a long time ago now) was once again a great success. It wouldn’t be
our Lent edition without a picture of Mr Martin in a Christmas hat!
Julia Upton
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Debenham’s

Treesum in action

Peter and Christian with Naomi

As usual we ended the Autumn Term with our usual run of festivities. After Christmas lunch and our Carol
Servces at St. Mary’s Church in Debenham, comes our annual talent show. After week-long auditions
the cast is set and all students get to hear the range of talents (including those of some of the staff). The
competition this year was fierce, but Billy Apps and Ellie Saunders stole the show (and the much coveted
trophy!). The afternoon ended with the final act performed by the staff band, including a final performance
from Mr Steel who has gained promotion and left us at the end of the Autumn Term.

G ot Ta l e n t

Congratulations to all the acts
Treesum (Will Aldis, Niall Thomas, Iwan Lloyd and toby sharpe),
Maddy Vaughan, Kaitlin Turner, Poppie Jones, Georgia Dawson, Ben
Denton-Cardew, Aidan Wiseman, Billy Apps, Ellie Sanders, Naomi
Sharpe

W h at a r e y o u r e a d i n g ?
Book mastermind

The competition was intense this year as a record
number of students entered our Book Mastermind
competition. This round in school determines who
goes through to the county final and this year it
took a tie break round to decide the winner. Eddie
Speight narrowly pipped Sophie Caves and Lily
Hudson as the final winner. In the county round of
the competion Eddie came an amazing third and
was the only student who scored twenty out of
twenty on his chosen book. Eddie now progresses
to the regional finals. Well done Eddie and good
luck for the next stage.
Ever wondered how we know what is at the centre
of the Earth, or what a black hole is? As Bill Bryson
travels through time and space be encounters a
splendid collection of astonishingly eccentric, competitive, obsessive and foolish scientists. A mustread for anyone who wonders why?

ICT and COMPUTING BOOKS

3D Game Programming for Kids
A beginner’s guide to creating games in
JavaScript. Suitable for a solo teenager or
younger person with adult help. Chris Strom
wants to share his love of programming with you.
The inspirational story of the discovery of
DNA told by Francis Crick and James Watson.
Each tell the story from their own view point,
giving a unique perspective on their work.
This is not just a tale about a molecule, but a
revealing insight into the personalities that
unlocked the code of life.

A Female Genius: How Ada Lovelace started the
Computer Age
Ahead of her time, Ada was the visionary who
recognised the true potential of Babbage's cogwheel computer, The Analytical Engine. She
demonstrated to the world that computers
wouldn't merely be adding machines, but that
they would be able to think.

Have you ever wondered if a severed head retains consciousness long enough to see what happened to it? Or whether your
dog would run to fetch help, if you fell down a disused
mineshaft? A fascinating account of some of the most interesting biological and psychological experiments in history.
Richard Feynman was one of the greatest physicists of his time. In the book
he introduces the essentials of Physics
including atoms, the theory of gravitation and quantum behaviour.

Journals : History Today
This books explores what
might happen if globalwarming kicks in degree by
degree. A slightly terrifying
eye-opening and account of
the future of our earth, and
our civilisation.

Feeling really brave? Try Richard Fenyman’s Six not so easy pieces.

In the October edition of History Today, Charles Emmerson argues that the Tsarist Russia of one hundred years ago was enjoying an economic and technological
boom, coinciding with the 300th anniversary of the Romanov dynasty. Had the
First World War been avoided, the 20th century should have been a peaceful
and prosperous one for the Russian people….What do you think???

You can buy the October issueBeninGoldacre
shops.is a columnist for the Guardian in this wise and witty bestseller,

shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize, he lifts the lid on quack doctors, flaky

scaremongering
journalists tablet,
and evil pharmaceutical
Alternatively, get it as a digitalstatistics,
edition
for iPad, Android
Kindle Fire corporations.
or PC /
Evidence for not believing everything you read!
Mac.

as a re-write
Charles Darwin’s
Origin
You can readBilled
the BBC
Historyofmagazine
on
of the Species this best-selling book is written
line!
by Steve Jones. From AIDS to dinosaurs, from
conservation to cloned sheep, bursting with
http://www.historyextra.com/
anecdotes, jokes and irresistible facts, Almost
Like a Whale is a popular account of the science that makes biology make sense.
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New Scientist and Nature are weekly science
and technology news magazines,. They cover
a huge range of topics across all scientific
disciplines. If you really want to know what is
going on at the cutting edge of scientific research there are few places to go that are
better than these two publications!

READING TO ENJOY AND
UNDERSTAND HISTORY

Enjoy traditional books, e-versions
of journals or the fun of Horrible
Histories — there is something for
everyone.

Historical fiction is also a good way to
understand a time period—both the
facts and the ethos of the time
eg Michael Morpugo writes of World
War One in “War Horse” and “Private
Peaceful”; World War Two in “Friend or
Foe”.

.

iOS Apprentice
In this book, you will learn
how to make your own
iPhone and iPad apps,
through a series of four epiclength hands-on tutorials.
Shows you how to write
an app step-by-step
Has tons of illustrations
and screenshots to make
everything clear
Everybody likes games, so
you’ll start with building a
simple but fun iPhone game.

Magazine: Computeractive!
Delivered to your door, your Kindle or your
iPad/iPhone once a fortnight. Contains
workshops and reviews, in fact everything
you need to know about computers!

Google: The Company and its
Founders
Describes the history of the
online search engine and its
founders, from its inception
as a unique searching
algorithm to its evolution into
a multi-billion-dollar industry
leader in the field.
Photos and early background
of the people behind the
companies bring the stories
to life.

Stuck for something to read?
Look at the reading posters that are up
around school - there is something for
every subject and every taste. Book or
magazine, fiction or non-fiction reading IS
good for you.
If you like Mathematics, you’ll love these ........

For something lighter but
good fun….
Terry Deary is a British
children's
author of over 200
books, selling over 25
million copies in over 40
languages.
Born: March 4, 1946
(age 67), Sunderland,
Tyne and Wear

Sir Ian Kershaw, FBA is a British historian of 20thcentury Germany whose work has chiefly focused on
the period of the Third Reich.
Born: April 29, 1943 (age 70), Oldham
Education: Merton College, Oxford,
University of Liverpool

Simon Sing has written many books which examine the
historical development of mathematics. His most famous,
The Code Book, has recently been adapted for a teenage
audience. It perfectly intertwines the intrigue, espionage
and pure mathematics involved in code breaking. His most
recent book “The Simpsons and their Mathematical Secrets”
offers an entirely new insight into the most successful
cartoon in history.

Rob Eastaway has written a range of books which pose, and
answer mathematically, a range of questions about everyday
life. Why is it better to buy a lottery ticket on a Friday?
Why are showers always too hot or too cold? And what’s
the connection between a rugby player taking a conversion
and a tourist trying to get the best photograph of Nelson’s
Column? These and many other fascinating questions are
answered in his entertaining books.

What do the Apollonian gasket,
Dandelin spheres, interlocking
polyominoes, Poncelet’s porism,
Fermat points, Fatou dust, the
Vodernberg tessellation, the Euler
line and the unilluminable room
have in common?
Eureka is a journal published annually
This dictionary of numbers,
by The Archimedeans, the Mathematical
arranged in order of magnitude, Society of Cambridge University. It includes
exposes the fascinating facts about many mathematical articles on a variety
certain numbers and number
different topics – written by students and
sequences. The aim of the book is mathematicians from all over the world – as
to entertain and enthral the reader, well as a short summary of the activities of
which it certainly does.
the society, problem sets, puzzles, artwork
and book reviews.

Ian Stewart’s book is a
collection of observations
on mathematical phenomenon.
He
tells
the
most
enlightening, entertaining
and vexing ‘curiosities’ of
maths over the years...There
are some hidden gems of logic,
geometry and probability
- like how to extract a
cherry from a cocktail glass
(harder than you think), a
pop up dodecahedron and
the real reason why you
can’t divide anything by zero.

Mu s i c a l o p p or tu n i t i e s

As part of our focus on careers (see more in our next edition) on Friday 7 February, Years 10 and 11
GCSE Music students experienced a taste of what it takes to put on a professional concert. The students
were invited to watch the rehearsal of the Orchestra of St. Paul’s at the Apex in Bury, led by the conductor
Ben Palmer. During the rehearsal, opportunities were given for questions about the music and what life
is like as a professional orchestral musician and conductor. Much to the surprise of some students, they
learnt that musicians do actually get paid for playing their instruments and putting on a concert! Also, the
students were able to explore the different instruments in the orchestra, which would give them invaluable
knowledge for their GCSE music listening exam. After a visit to Pizza Hut for tea, they all returned to the
Apex to watch the polished performance.

Will proving in Year 11 Charity week that you can
wear one hobby and practise another one at the
same time

Harry using his talent for a good cause

A l l i n a g o o d c au s e

Year 11 Charity Week
Year 11 charity leaders Anna Kinge and Calvin Coe designed, planned and executed our most
inventive charity week yet. With a range of different activities throughout the week there really
was something for everybody. Activties included a FIFA tournament (Henry Fowler and Issac
Plummer battled it out in the final, with Henry the eventual winner); 24 Year 11 students in a
one hour dance-athon (accompanied with some “Dad” dancing from Mr Trevorrow); busking by
some of our very talented musicians throughout the week; a house tug-of-war competition (which
created a titantic and raucous battle); the ubiqutous cake sake; and a “wear your hobby” themed
dressing up day.
Through this inventive and fun week of activities the students raised over £900 for their chosen
charity, CLIC Sargent Children’s Cancer Care.
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Ye a r 1 1 C h a r i t y We e k
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Sp or t i n g s u p e r s t a r s
In this edition we have chosen to focus on some of our sporting superstars. There are many students who
compete in sport to a very high level, inside and outside of school. Here are just a few that have been
making the headlines this last month.

Left: Dawn Poole - Right - Under 13 boys hockey team

Dawn Poole: Along with Eve Poole, Rohan Ethchingham and James Poole, Dawn has been representing her
county, and now the Eastern region in waterpolo. Dawn was recently captain of the team that played and achieved
great success in Bath in January.
Under 13 Boys Hockey: The team won the High Suffolk School Sport Partnership Hockey tournament. They beat
Thomas Mills 3-0 and Hartismere 5-1. The boys are now through to the county finals after half term.
John Millar: You may recall John from a previous edition which featured our cross-country champions. John went on
to the regional competition and came a stunning tenth. He now progresses to the NATIONAL finals - WOW!
Rebecca Palfrey: Becca devotes considerable time and effort to dance. Just before Christmas she took Academy of
Dance examinations in ballet and tap. She is currently rehearsing for Swan Lake with the English Youth Ballet.
Calvin Coe: Congratulations to Calvin Coe who will be swimming at the the ASA Eastern Counties Swimming
Championship against swimmers from Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, Befordshire and Essex. He has already
qualified in seven events and hopes to achieve the qualification time in more at the Suffolk County Chamionships
next month.

Left: John Millar - Middle - Rebecca Palfrey - Right - Calvin Coe
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